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QUESTION 1

A data architect uses the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector to determine the closest airports to cities in an existing app. The
built location generates data for the airport locations. The data load editor runs the script and sees a circular reference
and a synthetic key. 

How should the data architect fix these issues? 

A. When selecting an operation in the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector, select Only load distinct. 

B. When choosing which data to load, uncheck the non-unique field in the new data tables. 

C. Concatenate the airport table and the existing tables into one master tables. 

D. When selecting an operation in the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector, change the CRS to "None". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

A data architect needs to resolve a synthetic key and make sure that users can see the unique department 

name and hospital name for each order. 

Which action should the data architect take? 
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A. Remove DepartmentID from the LOAD statement for the Orders table 

B. Remove HospitalID from the LOAD statement for the Orders table 

C. Remove the Departments table from the LOAD script 

D. Remove the Hospitals table from the LOAD script 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

A system creates log files and csv files daily and places these files in a folder. The log files are named automatically by
the source system and charge regularly. All csv files must be loaded into Qlik Sense for analysis. 

Which method should be used to meet the requirements? 
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A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibits. 
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Business analytics report data issues in the Value field of a table since the latest reload of the data. 

What causing this issue? 

A. Null values in the source data 

B. Hyphen characters (`-`) in the source data 

C. Pre-aggregated data is being used 

D. Some categories do NOT exist in the Category table 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A data architect must break down a 13-character ShipmentID code in the following format, # ### ## ## #. Separate
fields must be created from the numeric values separated by the hyphen (-). The data architect must extract five sub-
fields (ShipmentLoc, Quantity, CategoryID, StoreLoc, and Division) from the 13character code. 

How should the data architect meet this requirement? 

A. In the data manager, use the data profiling card to replace the `-` characters in the ShipmentID 

B. In the data load editor, load the ShipmentID field and apply the PurgeChar9ShipmentID,\\'-`) function 

C. In the data manager, use the data profiling card to split the ShipmentID by the `-` character 

D. In the data load editor, load the ShipmentID field and apply the KeepChar() and Trim() functions 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 6

An enterprise data warehouse contains 700 million records. This enterprise data warehouse has a three-tiered
architecture and uses QVDs. 

The Qlik Sense server contains 24 GB RAM and contains two processors with eight cores. The company needs to allow
vendors to access a Qlik Sense app anonymously to review past business transactions and current year-to-date
performance. 

Which method should the data architect use to meet this requirement? 

A. Build an On-Demand Application Generation template app and a selection app, and allow vendors to access
anonymously. 

B. Build an On-Demand Application Generation template app and a selection app, and require vendors to log into Qlik
Sense to view the app. 

C. Build a Direct Discovery app that enables users to view their individual content using dynamic QVDs. 

D. Build a Direct Discovery app that enables users to view their individual content using Section Access. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A company notices that product sales have decreased. A data architect needs to create an app to show the correlation
between the decreased revenue and the latest customer survey results. 

Which Qlik Sense feature should the data architect use to meet this requirement? 

A. Section access 

B. On-demand App Generation 

C. Master item library 

D. Associative data model 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibits. 
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The two tables have been loaded by the script shown. This script creates a synthetic key, which is not desired. The Dept
code in the Employee table is incorrect for EmpID=3. The data architect must change line 27 to create a single table in
the data model that is accurate. 

Which LOAD statement should the data architect use? 

A. JOIN LOAD EmpID, ManagerID, Level 

B. KEEP LOAD EmpID, ManagerID, Level 

C. JOIN LOAD * 

D. CONCATENATE LOAD EmpID, ManagerID, Level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 
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One of the data sources a data architect must add for a newly developed app is an Excel spreadsheet. The Region field
only was values for the first record for the region. The data architect must perform a transformation so that each row
contains the correct Region. 

Which function should the data architect implement to resolve this issue? 

A. CrossTable 

B. IntervalMatch 

C. Above 

D. Previous 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Sales managers need to see an overview of historical performance and highlight the current year\\'s metrics. 

App requirements: 

Display the current year\\'s total sales 

Total sales displayed must respond to the user\\'s selections 

Which variables should a data architect create to meet these requirements? 
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A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: A 
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